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DEFINITION 
   
Under general supervision, monitors and coordinates materials and parts requirements for 
the maintenance of revenue vehicles, automatic fare collection, electronic components and 
other equipment required for efficient revenue service; performs varied program, budget 
and administrative support duties; performs related work as assigned. 
   
CLASS CHARACTERISTICS 
   
This class provides materials and related administrative support to the communications 
and component repair function and related cost centers by locating, ordering and 
monitoring both standard and specialized parts and equipment required for the 
maintenance, repair and modification of vehicles, equipment and components used for 
revenue operations.  In addition, this class assists management by monitoring and 
administering various programs and budgets related to the maintenance functions.  This 
class is distinguished from related classes in materials management in that it focuses on 
the technical support of revenue maintenance personnel and activities.  
   
EXAMPLES OF DUTIES 
   
Confers with supervisors and foreworkers regarding materials, parts and supplies required 
for scheduled and unscheduled maintenance of revenue vehicles, automatic fare collection 
equipment and other electronic components and equipment; monitors critical parts 
requirements, expedites delivery, and researches vendor manuals, specifications and other 
sources to determine alternate sources of supply; makes recommendations as to whether 
to purchase or fabricate special parts, tools and equipment; assists purchasing staff in 
developing sources of supply and locating qualified vendors; initiates purchase documents 
to purchase items directly when necessary; prepares or assists others in preparing bid 
specifications; assists in the evaluation of bids for price and quality; follows up on orders to 
determine possible delivery problems and their solutions; monitors and controls the use of 
parts and components from vehicles and equipment that are being phased out; 
recommends and prepares schedules and procedures relating to both the preventive 
maintenance and secondary maintenance programs; monitors inventory budget 
expenditures and information and analyzes maintenance implications; coordinates various 
modification programs with staff from other shops; performs a variety of operational and 
administrative analyses, evaluates alternatives and recommends policy and procedure 
changes; maintains and prepares a variety of records, forms and reports. 
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QUALIFICATIONS  
   
Knowledge of:  
   
Uses and applications of various parts, tools and materials used in the maintenance and 
repair of revenue vehicles and complex electronic equipment.  Techniques for specifying, 
locating and evaluating materials, parts, equipment, tools and supplies. Procedures for bid 
specifications and selection, contract administration, and the purchase of maintenance 
materials.  Operational analytical methods and techniques. Basic budgetary principles and 
practices.  Business computer user applications, particularly as related to operational 
analysis. 
   
Skill in:  
   
Evaluating user needs and requirements for materials, tools, supplies and equipment. 
Evaluating quality and properties of materials, tools, parts and equipment.  Preparing bid 
specifications and other purchasing documents.  Monitoring shop inventory levels, budget 
documents and other reports and records.  Analyzing difficult maintenance, supply and 
administrative problems, evaluating alternatives and recommending sound solutions.  
Interpreting and applying rules, regulations and policies and procedures. Reading and 
interpreting diagrams, specifications and schematics.  Establishing and maintaining 
effective working relationships with those contacted in the course of the work.  Preparing 
and maintaining accurate records and reports.  Making sound independent judgment within 
established guidelines. 
   
Other Requirements:  
   
Must possess a valid California driver's license and have a satisfactory driving  
record. 
   
A typical way of gaining the knowledge and skills outlined above is:  
   
Equivalent to graduation from high school and four years of experience in EITHER: 
expediting, purchasing, materials control and storekeeping, OR in planning and supervising 
maintenance activities.  College or technical school course work is desirable. 
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